Writing a devotional is a great way to share the insights and experiences you've had throughout your Christian walk. When you write a devotional, focus on one short passage—often, just one verse. Then, engage the... 1 Formatting the Devotional. 2 Fine-Tuning Your Writing. 3 Creating a Devotional Manuscript. Other Sections. Questions & Answers. This beginner's book guarantees an engaging and entertaining experience for adults learning English as a foreign language. From introducing yourself and talking about your life and interests to expanding your vocabulary and understanding grammar rules, this is a completely comprehensive introduction to the English language. A range of listening, speaking, reading, and writing exercises are presented in a simple, fluid format with an attractive visual style and accessible text. Moving on from Level 1, this brilliant book goes into more depth and detail, including talking about yourself and your feelings, routines, choices, past events, future plans, achievements, and ambitions. Eye-catching illustrations and step-by-step explanations keep content simple and straightforward for easy learning.